
New December 2020 Price List!
Plants are sold by quality and not number of growths. Larger prices will be bigger plants.

Please note that plants are extremely limited and there may only be 1 of each in some cases.*

Many are 1 of a kind and may be better than internet search pictures, so please feel free to ask about appearance.

RED are new additions April 11/21 20:54

Neofinetias
akogare 憧 250 attractive thick bean  produces tiger stripes at leaf joint and  good light 2gr

amamidaruma 奄美達磨 40 nice thick leaf version of amami and compact!

amamifukurin 奄美覆輪 375 gorgeous amami with bright marginal striping 5gr

amamihosen 奄美宝扇 125 very desireable tiny flat bean, looks like a car ran over it 1 gr

amanogawa 天の川 48 white tiger spot variety 3gr

Amaminoshima 奄美の縞 325 Specimen plant yellow striped mutation of Amami furan 15  growths

asahiden 朝日殿 65 Bright yellow striping 3 gr

beniboshi 紅法師 50 Dorojiku  (brown stem, could be reddish) type of Kujakumaru 2gr

benihicho 紅飛蝶 155 Dancing butterfly flower mutation, wjite, red, pink, extra lip parts

beniougi 紅扇 60 a red fukurin variety 1gr

chabomarunishiki 矮鶏丸錦 180 tiny delightful bean, very erect, stripes when new leaves form..1+1gr

cherry blossom x purple fantasy 37 flower colour guess?? 1gr

Choseiden 長生殿 80 Light green fukurin on dk green leaves 3gr

daishogun SOLD 175 very tiny bean with stripes  1gr

daruma 達磨 75 very attractive compact bean variety   1gr

eboshimaru 烏帽子丸 45 medium size leaf variety, white flowers 4gr

fugaku SOLD 75 very colourful leaves with varying stripes 2 growths

fujinishiki 富士錦 195 Neat striped leaves, good himeba shape, milky white to yellow and green 8 growths

fumeimameba 不明豆葉 50 a tamakongou like unnamed bean, easy for beginners 4 growths!

furan kouahai 70 one off! Very tall hybrid  plant with small curled spurs 

garyu 145 very odd contorted flower with burgundy centre 2 large gr

ginsekai 銀世界 210 Thin stripe mutation of nishidemiyako 1 gr

ginsekai 銀世界 400 4 growths

goemon 五右衛門 825 very unusual spiky cedar-like leaf mutation 3 gr

gojofukurin 御城覆輪 38 Classic beginner marginal variegation on standing leaves. Easy. 2 gr

gojofukurin 御城覆輪 45 Classic beginner marginal variegation on standing leaves. Easy. 3 gr

https://florapeculia.ca/wp-admin/post.php?post=1008&action=edit


hakucho 白鳥 95 famous ruby root variety 4gr

hakuofukurin 白皇覆輪 45 harder to find fukurin, chageable variegation 1 gr

hakuofukurin 白皇覆輪 95 harder to find fukurin, chageable variegation 3gr

hakuun 白雲 36 tiger variety, 2gr

hanagoromo 花衣 36 light yellow leaves can stripe, 2gr

hanagoromo 花衣 50 as above 5gr

hanakanzashi 花簪 185 famous 3 red spurs. Variable year to year. 3gr

hanamatoi 花纏 515 Most famous triple spur flower whose buds look like birds 4 growths

higashidemiyako 東出都 40 white fukurin variegation. Great starter plant, 1 growth

himekaiomaru 姫海王 55 a small upright bean with nice backbone, like a miniature kaiomaru 4gr

hijiridaruma 聖達磨 100 brand new Neo, hijiri bean crossed with fugaku 4 growths

hijiridaruma 聖達磨 125 as above 5 growths

hijiriseikai 聖青海 175 same parents as hijiridaruma but looks like seikai 2gr

hijirishinju 聖真珠 40 A hybrid Kuroshinju that turned out to be mameba 1 gr

hijirishinju 聖真珠 80 A hybrid Kuroshinju that turned out to be mameba 4 gr

himeseikai 姫青海 65 very attractive mini sword leaf with wavy flowers 1gr

himeseikai 姫青海 95 very attractive mini sword leaf with wavy flowers 1 +1gr

himeseikai 姫青海 130 very attractive mini sword leaf with wavy flowers 4gr

himeseikai 姫青海 160 very attractive mini sword leaf with wavy flowers 3gr (larger appearance than above)

himeseikai 姫青海 55 a small variety of seikai, with very interesting wavy white flowers 1+1

himiko 卑弥呼 280 Famous sword plant as below 1 gr

himiko SOLD 495 Famous sword plant as below 1 large and 1 med, great shape

himiko 卑弥呼 650 Resembles a samurai sword, a powerful appearance, one of most beautiful beans

hisui 翡翠 55 the best green flowered variety 2-3 gr

hosenmaru 宝扇丸 55 beautiful appearnce on this fleshy bean, 1gr

houshouden 宝生殿 135 Medium sized with great shape and yellow variegation 2gr

houmeiden 豊明殿 45 ghost leaf with ruby roots 1gr

houmeiden 豊明殿 65 ghost leaf with ruby root 2gr

houmeiden 豊明殿 180 as above 6 growths

houmeiden 豊明殿 425 as above..a specimen houmeiden 15 growths!

isechabo 伊勢矮鶏 50 small, compact bean leaf, neat appearance, may stripe, kasen-like 4gr

isechabo 伊勢矮鶏 65 small, compact bean leaf, neat appearance, may stripe, kasen-like 7gr

itoseikai 糸青海 40 very  thin and highly curved leaves 1gr

jitsugekko 日月光 45 Ghost leaf, spotted variety with cascading leaves 1gr



joyang 朝陽 165 intense pink like raikomaru

juniitoe 十二単 60 very unique shaped thick bean, pointy leaves, unique stem layering 1gr

juniitoe 十二単 145 as above, 4 fans facing in outward circle 

juniitoe 十二単 155 This one has a great bending fan. 2 growths

juniitoe 十二単 155 This one has a great bending fan. 2 growths

juniitoe 十二単 165 This one has a great bending fan. 2 growths

juniitoe 十二単 195 as above 7 growth specimen plant

jyukai 樹海 55 small sword leaf bean, wavy 1 gr $55

jyukai 樹海 120 small sword leaf bean, wavy 2 gr $55

kabutomaru 兜丸 110 thick, glossy, dark green bean leaves 7gr

kaiomaru 海王丸 125 Stately thick and wide bean 2 gr

kasen 華泉 105 Small cute clumping bean. 6 growths

Kibana daiou SOLD 85 yellow flowers on strong thick leaves

kibana furan SOLD 80 a one off..yellow flowers on a very nice plant with unusual leaves 2gr

Kinkabuto 金兜 195 STRONG YELLOW STRIPES 3GR

kinkounishiki 金広錦 425 highly appreciated in Japan, variable strong  yellow stripe, wide leaves 5gr

kinkounishiki 金広錦 325 highly appreciated in Japan, variable strong  yellow stripe, wide leaves 4gr

kinkounishiki 金広錦 335 as above 7 growths

kinroukaku 金楼閣 45 tiger variety, tigers with light, 4gr

kinkujaku SOLD 50 golden peacock…thick bean produces cream stripes 2gr

kinroukaku 48 tiger variety with lihght..green leaf comoact plant 4gr

kinyukou 金幽晃 45 wide leaf plant, can produce tiger 1-3gr

kiridaio 霧大王 245 variegtaed bean, new leaf top variegates, tuens green with age 3gr

kirinmaru 麒麟丸 48 a strong bean, overlapping stem, keeps leaves 4 growths

kishuhakuo 紀州白王 250 white stripes against dark green leaves 6gr

kishuusekko 紀州雪虎 65 White tiger, with nice stripes 3gr

kabutomushi 甲虫 150 very upright neat standing bean, like maizuru sekdom loses leaves 1 gr

kochonomai 胡蝶の舞 135 Unique flower. Upside down part of petals are green 4gr

kochonomai 胡蝶の舞 95 as above 4gr

kochonomai 胡蝶の舞 75 3gr

koganenishiki 黄金錦 40  light leaves that tiger 5gr

koganenishiki 黄金錦 50  light leaves that tiger 5gr

kokuho 国宝 210 small thin leaved upright beanwith embroidered spine 2gr

kokyou 故宮 95 ruby roots, division, bend on leaves



komachimusume SOLD 255 red/orange/yellow flowers! Inique 6gr

kotakamaru SOLD 60 cvery cute bean, baby of ootakamaru 5  growths

koukihou 375 large plant with stunning, thick ruby roots 3gr

koutei 黄帝 145 impressive rough thick bean that variegates and has yellow flowers 1gr

kouyanohana 高野の華 95 red inflourescence, interesting flower with 2-4 petals, 5 gr

kujakumaru 孔雀丸 145 small very rough leaved peacock shape, can divide into 4 plants 5gr

kuro-kongou 黒金剛 50 dark green bean, attractive 1gr

kuroshinjyu SOLD 80 one of the tiniest Neos, upright and round petalled flower 4gr

kuroshinjyu 黒真珠 105 as above 6gr

kyokushou 旭昇 215 Whitish yellow tiger stripe variety 5 growths

kyoubijin SOLD 105 pink, yellow and orange tinged floaers 6 growths!

maizuru SOLD 325 very desireable bean. Always keeps its shape on a thick stem. 3 gr

mameba 豆葉 28 mameba means bean leaf. Solid upright appearance on this mini plant, 1gr

mameba 豆葉 50 mameba means bean leaf. Solid upright appearance on this mini plant, 3gr

mamebarasya 豆葉羅紗 38 very cute tamakongo size bean +2 gr

mamesuzumushi 豆鈴虫 375 very special appearance on this plant, very mini succulent shiny  leaves 2gr

manjushage 150 various sizes..starting at $150 confirmed flower

matsunohomare 松の誉 40 beautiful symetrical bean, tamakongou-like pointed leaves 2gr

midori daruma 緑達磨   inquirestunning bean with lime smeared tripes 1gr (inquire)

misukage SOLD 80 upright hard standing leaf with bright lime stripes 4 growths

miyahime 宮姫 38 pointed, sharp leaf, very cute 1 gr

miyahime 宮姫 48 as above 3gr

miyakohabutae 都羽二重 125 Solid appearance, standing leaves with white yellow stripes 3gr

murasakikongou 紫金剛 595 Bean leaf..solid pink/purple flower! 1 growth

nadakouryu 灘紅龍 275 Like a amamidaruma with stripes, bean-like , nice cascading leaves 3gr

nanyounishiki 'Peacock' JC/AOS南陽錦 75 largest Neo flower there is on large leaved plant with random stripes, attarctive 1 gr

nanyounishiki 'Peacock' JC/AOS南陽錦 155 largest Neo flower there is on large leaved plant with random stripes, attarctive 3 gr

neofinetia 35 regular species

nishidemiyako 西出都 75 Strong looking Fukurin variety with ability to mutate, multi growth 3  gr

nishidemiyako SOLD 215 Strong looking Fukurin variety with ability to mutate, multi growth 8gr

oomusou 大無双 265 exceptional bean...mini fat bean leaf 1gr

ootakonyuki 大鷹の雪 150 2gr

orihime 織姫 360 White striped variety, gently curving leaves 14 growths SPECIMEN

raikomaru  雷紅丸 345 One of the reddist Neos there is..3 growths plus a baby



rain-no-hikari 羅因の光 175 great variegated variety, easy care, deep yellow stripes against dark green 7gr

rakusui 楽水 35 small clumping bean, creates nice bean colony 1gr

rakusui 楽水 60 as above, 6gr clump

rasha kongou 羅紗金剛 80 a rough textured bean 7gr

renjomaru SOLD 295 see catalogue description, thick fukurin, almost bluish can redden 3gr

ryokuen 緑炎 495 An amami nakafu variety…wind swept appearance. 2 growths.

ryokuhou 緑宝 105 Classic bean, good green colour, leaaf shape and collat 4gr

ryuoden 龍王殿 105 small but thick upright growths on this bean, with pot, stunning ($135) 5gr

saikaku 西鶴 595 gorgeous wavy shima mutation of nishidemiyako 6 growths

sakurakomachi 桜小町 55 beautiful pink flowers! 2gr

sakurakomachi 桜小町 80 as above 4 growths!

seiju 聖寿 28 miniature bean similar to kabutomaru, forms nice clumps 1gr 

seiju 聖寿 45 miniature bean similar to kabutomaru, forms nice clumps 4gr 

seiju 聖寿 55 miniature bean similar to kabutomaru, forms nice clumps 3gr 

seiju 聖寿 65 miniature bean similar to kabutomaru, forms nice clumps 6gr 

seikai 青海 70 classic ocean wave bean variety with pink wavy flowers 1 gr

seikai 青海 90 classic ocean wave bean variety with pink wavy flowers 1 gr

seikai 青海 195 classic ocean wave bean variety with pink wavy flowers 3 gr

seikai SOLD 295 classic ocean wave bean variety with pink wavy flowers 6 gr

sekirei 鶺鴒 215 A substantial columnar bean variety 7gr

senbazuru 千羽鶴 75 very pleasing medium size bean with thin leaves 7gr

sengaku 尖岳 70 very nice rounded bean with rare moon shaped tsuke, nice 1gr specimen

sengaku 尖岳 105 as above 2 growths

senzai 千載 50 fleshy very tiny bean, upright flowers and makes tight colonies 1+baby

senzai 千載 65 fleshy very tiny bean, upright flowers and makes tight colonies 3 gr

senzai 千載 85 fleshy very tiny bean, upright flowers and makes tight colonies 4gr

setsuzan SOLD 90 white tiger stripes on low light 6gr

setsuzan 雪山 48 white tiger stripes on low light 3 gr

shikoden 司光殿 45 very fine marginal fukurin, shiragi-like 1 gr

shinkiro 蜃気楼 70 produces yekkow centre in stem 7 growths

shinkoto 新湖東 45 Medium sized with white markings on edges 2 gr

shirokongo 旭昇 30 thicker leaved compact bewan, clumps nicely 1 gr

shirokongo 旭昇 60 thicker leaved compact bewan, clumps nicely (awesome plant) 4 gr

shirokongo SOLD 85 thicker leaved compact bewan, clumps nicely (awesome plant) 7 gr



shotokan 曙透冠 625 Stunning nakafu (inner variegation) variety

shutennou SOLD 38 most popular and easy pink, 1-3 gr

shutennou 朱天王 45 most popular and easy pink, 3-4 gr

shutennou 朱天王 50 as above 5 growths

shutennou SOLD 110 most popular and easy pink, specimen plant 10 growths

sitakirissuzume 舌奇離雀 75 Very unique! Lip branches  from spur looks like a sparrow

suigai 垂崖 85 A bean with sharp leaf tips and pink tipped flowers 2gr

suisei 彗星 60 bean leaf, green stem and roots 1ge

surugafukurin 駿河覆輪 105 White fukurin with a wide leaf 3gr

surugatenzan 駿河天山 48 gorgeous wide leaf bean (yodonomatsu x kaiomaru) with pointy tips 3 gr

taiyoden 太陽殿 40 yellow striped variety against a deep green gives it a gentle appearance. 1 growth

takaranishiki 宝錦 50 very attractive medium bright green with point tips and stripes beginning 1gr

takaranishiki 宝錦 135 very attractive yellow stripe variety,  5gr

takaranishiki 宝錦 145 as above 4gr

takaranishiki 宝錦 355 very attractive yellow stripe variety, good plant 3gr

takaranoshi 宝錦 80 very interesting, ridged, almost folded , nice fat, sumi  crinkly leaves 2gr

tamagawa nishiki 玉川錦 135 Med to lg bright yellow striped variety 6 gr

tamakongou 玉金剛 36 most popular bean, easy to grow with upright flowers 1gr

tamakongou 玉金剛 40 as above 2gr, 3gr 45

tamanishiki 玉錦 380 very colourful wavy small mutation of nishidemiyako 3 growths

tamayuki 玉雪 225 very attractive bean 2gr

tatitaiho 立大鵬 45 bean leaf with thib leaves, great shape, nice easy bean

tengyokuho 天玉宝 215 architectural bean! Stately growth pattern. 1gr

tenkeifukurin 天恵覆輪 195 famous yellow fukurin leaf, mutated from gojofukurin 7gr

tenpaku 天伯 525 yellow leaves with a soapy, streaked  finish on a small plant 2gr

tenshin 天心 225 classic elephant spur out centre of flower

tenshouden 天照殿 95 substantive leaf,  this  white stripes 2gr

tenshou 天晶 55 spur comes out of centre, like an elephant 2gr

toukai 38 thcik leaved downward sloping leaves. 1 gr

yaegoromo 八重衣 40 Chirifu leaves, white stripes, slightly curved 4gr

yukidarume 雪達磨 900 a plant eith presence, substantial thick leaves, white marks 2gr

Moss (New Zealand Premium) Great for Neos and all orchids/pots
100 gm hobby 13 makes 8 litres



150 gm 17 makes 12 litres

500 gm 45 makes 40 litres

1 kg inquire

3 kg inquire

long strand 50 very long strands, separated

Plastic neo pots (2 sizes) 5 made in Japan

Plastic twisty Neo pots 6 made in Japan but no longer produced

Sedirea japonica
minmarushima 80 yellow variegation on mini plant..scarce at the moment

minmaru 38  mini Sedirea…same fragrant flower

Sedirea japonica 32 in spike! 

Japanese Dendrobium moniliforme
kogyokurei 紅玉麗 40 SOLD

daidoushirojima 大同白縞 45 white stripes on wide leaves 5 growths

kintsuru 金鶴 50 gorgeous solid white avriegation with yellow canes. 10 growths.

hoshokomaru 細鉾丸 35 8 growths, green leaves, variegation will vary.

tenyokan 天女冠 45 small variety with painted yellow leaves and yellow canes  5 growths

miniature form 32 mini Dendrobium moniliforme! Small leaf clumps

CYMBIDIUM goeringii
Setsuzan 雪山 80 Marginal leaf variegation. Green flower with a creamy marginal variegation. 5gr

Setsuzan 雪山 95 Marginal leaf variegation. Green flower with a creamy marginal variegation. 8gr

Seikō 聖晃 SOLD Creamy marginal variegated leaves. Green flower with a creamy  marginal variegation.

Mebina SOLD Orange flowers

Shōjō-no-hana 菖城の花 115 Yellow Tiger strpe leaves. 3gr

Suigai/Cuigai 翠蓋 135 Miniature variety, green flowers. Flower petals are folded at the edge. 5gr

marginal variegation. 5gr

Teikan 帝冠 SOLD as above 7gr

Kinpa 錦波 SOLD A classic with snake skin patterned leaves. The variegation intensifies when 

the plant receives more light. 7gr

Tōgen 東源 SOLD A classic red flower variety with long flower petals. 10gr



Sumonzan 守門山 SOLD Classic variety, yellow tiger striping. Dark green leaf, sharp contrast to

 yellow striping.

Sumonzan 守門山 SOLD As above 4gr

Akagiyama 赤城山 120 Classic variety, yellow tiger striping. Dark green leaf, sharp contrast to 

yellow striping. 8gr

Nanpu 南風 75 Green flower with a yellow marginal variegation. 4 and 5 gr

Daisetsurei 大雪嶺 SOLD Creamy marginal variegated leaves. Green flower with a creamy  

marginal variegation. 6gr

Daisetsurei 大雪嶺 SOLD as above 7gr

Other orchids
Angraecum distichum 40 African miniature, adorable clump forming grwoths.

Barbosella handroi 30 Very small round creeping leaves

Bulb phalaenopsis 125 One of the largest Bulbos. Leaves eventually can rech 4 feet. Several bulbs on these

Bulb tingabarinum 36 A fantastic umbrella of red/orange flowers

Bulbo claptoense 38 A variety of lobbii..a stunner of a flower, Borneo.
Bulbo taiwanense 32 Adoreable miniature, easy to grow orange flowerd Bulbo.

Bulbophyllum bicolor 30 miniature, beige with bright red stripes and bright red spot on tip of petals, China W-C

Bulbophyllum maquilungense 35 very cute miniature, red spotted flower

Bulbophyllum maximum 35 beautiful thick squarish pseudobulbs, rattlesnake like, Africa H-W

bulbophyllum sanguineopunctatum white 3535 white form, unique white fans

Bulbophyllum sikkimense 32 yellowish with red brown centres, N India, mini

Bulbophyllum sumatranum 45 Sumatra, huge showy flowers on small plant

Bulbophyllum taiwanense 30 mini plant with orange sprays

Bulbophyllum tigridum 28 bright yellow fans with red centres, very colourful

Bulbophyllum tremulum 35 India, H-C, hairy lip, rare MTD

Bulbophyllum zamboangense 60 cutting division-purchased as zamboangnse, very unusual psuedobulbs

Cadetia species 25 Papua, small leaves, tiny flowers, easy grower

Chilochista pumilla 36 Leafless wonder. Very tiny plant most times with no l;eaves and small yellow flowers

Cleisostoma scolopendrifolium 30 Very cute, Japanese centipede orchid

Dendrob cucumerin 36 Leaves look like tiny cucmbers. A spreader! Free flowering.
Dendrob linguiforme 38 Very cool, flat thick creeping leaves.

Dendrobium exile 32 nice cute pencil leaves, white, orange centre H-C



Dendrobium falconeri SOLD hard to fine, canes with bumps, white with purple, yellow throat W-C

Dendrobium moniliforme 30 BS dendrobium, canes form clumps, white, pink

Den moniliforme mini Japanese 32 Mini Japanese form of Den moniliforme

Dendrobium waselli 30 Pencil leaves with sprays of white flowers

Encyclia boothiana 35 Extremely cute mini Encyclia

Encyclia cochleata 30 Cockle shell orchid, yellow and burgundy centre. BS Older plants $35-40

Encyclia garciana 38 Not often scene Encyclia. Cream flower, heavily purple to blue spotting

Epi porpax 32 Great mat forming plant with glossy flowers, great for vivariums

Eria rosea 35 Less common smallish Eria species with rosy coloured flowers BS

Haerella retrocalla 30 Easy and a must have miniature, small juicy yellow and burgundy free flowering

Lockhartia oerstedii 35 Unusual with long braided leaves, very interesting, yellow flowers

Macodes sanderiana 36 Beautiful velvety green and gold patterned jewel leaf

Masdevallia helenae 40

Masdevallia nigricans 55

Masdevallia nidifica 35 true mini masdevallia, maroon and white flowers with a wispy tail

Masdevallia pumila 33

Maxillaria uncata 22 Tiny needle leaved Maxillaria

Maxillaria variabilis 30 cute dark yellow flowers, strap leaves, very easy, mounted

Oeceoclades perrieri 48 Unusual Madagascar species, seldom seen. Strap mottled leaves.

Oncidium velutina 30 uncommon equitant, miniature, white, orange brown
Phal bastiani 45 beautiful red bars and pink lip on glossy flowers

Phal coringiana 50 Very hard to find original of this one, bold patterns, grape fragrance

Phal gigantea* 100 *rare Indonesian form* flower has yellow background
Phal Little One 40 Extremely cute miniature Phal with spotted floewers and fragrant
Phal modesta 48 Hard to find, flowers near bottom, fragrant, cute!

Phalaenopsis coringiana 50 as above 2 spikes (large plant likely crossed and again back to coringiana)

Phalaenopsis gigantea 100 rare Indonesian form..yellow background NBS

Phalaenopsis manni 

'black' 45 Black flowered version of mannii, BS some in spike

Phymatidium delicatum 48 must have for mini collector. A grassy minaiture

Pleurothallis niveoglobula 38 very cute pure white mini globes as flowers..

Plexia laxa dark 145 stunning jewel orchid..extremely dark leaves with spots



Psychopsis Mariposa 35 Butterfly orchid (not peloric type), blooms for years

Pteroceras longicalcareum 22 SDLG
Robiquetia cerina 38 Yellow form!
Scaphosepalum 35 swertifolium. Easy unusual flowers. Bushy mini plants.

Schoenorchis fragrans 35 very tiny sprays of pink flowers in a grape cluster

Schoenorchis scolopendria 35 centipede like crawling growth pattern, tiny pink flowers

Schomburgkia albopurpurea 30 small plant, superb 4ft spikes, creamy with dark purple lip MTD,I

Sediera japonica minmaru 38 mini form of above in bud

Sedirea japonica SOLD in bud or bloom, very fragrant waxy flowers, cream with burgundy bars, very fragrant

Sedirea japonica minmarushima SOLD mini with stripes, in bud

Specklinia grobyi 35 Adorable cute mini, easy with bright yellow flowers

Specklinia picta 36 Very cute thin leaved miniature, dozens of yellow flowers with orange centre

Tolumnia hybrid 20 various colours, like jewels, forms freat clumps

Legend
W warm temperature

C cool temperature

I intermediate temperature

H Hot

BS Blooming size

gr growths

MTD mounted 

fukurin outer variegation on leaf

nakafu inner variegation on leaf

shima horizontal stripes

* we reserve the right to correct errors, prices are for a particular plant and others may have a different price, based on quality and size.

price is for 1 particular plant. Prices represent one particular plant. Due to nature of Neos, quality of plant reflects on price.







juniitoe 十二単


